
Keep your team 
connected
Encourage social connection and stronger 
team releationships by pairing up employees 
for a weekly coffee break



Regular breaks through fikaTime help employees 
avoid burnout. 

Improve mental health

Break silos and 
fight isolation
Help the team to widen their network 
and build meaningful connections



Sounds 
simple… 
Simple works

A Microsoft Teams wellness bot 
that helps employees feel socially 
connected and avoid burnout; by 
pairing up different employees for weekly 
coffee breaks and tracking the impact.

Unlike traditional team/culture building, 
fikaTime is by-design simple enough to 
stick and smart enough to evolve.



Going above and beyond: 
Fostering citizenship in the 
workplace

The secret to great 
opportunities? The person 
you haven't met yet.
Tanya Menon, TED talk

Katheryn Dekas, Google People Analytics

The effectiveness of 
fika for workplace 
happiness

No app fatigue and easier adoption because it integrates into the same 
communication tool they are using : Microsoft Teams

Automation means this solution scales: remote, non-remote and hybrid. 

Powered by Artificial Intelligence to evolve with your organisation.

Designed through behavioural science and CBT to work with existing human 
behaviour patterns.

Easier to keep going. Organisations try to do this but it requires manual effort or focus 
they don’t have, resulting in low engagements.



Insight
Reporting to better understsand the 
impact of the interactions as they 
happen.



Commonly 
asked 
questions

How much work is involved for me and how secure is it?

We’ve designed this to be as simple as possible to get going so you can plug it in and leave it to 
run. Only one person creates an account in less than 15 minutes, then your employees just need 
to join the team the bot is in. We are GDPR focused and by design limit what we capture. We 
have been approved by the Microsoft Teams Review committee to ensure your that our app 
works seamlessly within Teams and provides a safe, secure user experience.



Looking for more features?

Coming soon
Encourage community conversation with 
your own custom questions or from a 
predefined list.

Yes, features to tweak everything is great. We are 
constantly evolving but we dont rush features because 
we want to ensure that we are the best at the things that 
matter the most. The last thing we want is to push 
something out that breaks with the latest update to 
microsoft teams and then loses our user’s trust and 
leaves our customer embarrassed. However, here are 
some of the things you might be interested in…

Regular check-ins and analytics to identify 
when staff morale is low or in need.



As featured in

www.fikatime.app      hello@fikatime.app

Billing based on usage and not number of people in the 
organisation. You get all this and it still works out cheaper per 

employee than buying them a single coffee per month.

Want to really know if it’s a fit for you? Get it from the 
MIcrosoft Teams app store today with a free trial.


